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Building
Stronger
Communities

Things will be set right
The Reverend Dr Bob Mitchell
CEO, Anglican Overseas Aid

S

Kylie Wingjan, took a trip to
the Solomon Islands to see
how the new phase of our
project there is progressing.
The Safe, Strong
Communities project is encouraging some inspirational
work with prisoners that you can read about on page 11.

ometimes when we look at the state of the world,
we could be forgiven for turning to despair.

When I think of the great needs in different countries,
as well as here in Australia, I think of the Psalms in
which the writer cries out to God with laments, asking
“how long will it be before things are set right?”
The nature of what we do at Anglican Overseas Aid
means that we work with people in communities which
face extreme poverty and often conflict that most of us
could never imagine.

Some of our board members have also been travelling
to visit our projects. They made a self-funded visit to
the Ahli Arab Hospital in Gaza as well as to our health
project in Kenya. They were accompanied by myself. You
can read my article about the trip on page 4.

What keeps us going in these times is Christian hope.
It is the conviction that, as Paul writes in 1 Corinthians
15:58, the work we do in the Lord is not in vain. It all
matters and has eternal significance. In particular your
prayers have a real impact for the coming kingdom on
earth as in heaven.

Closer to home, we were very happy to once again
be a partner at the annual Surrender Conference.
While at the conference, our Church and Community
Engagement Coordinator, Nils von Kalm, conducted an
interview with the Anglican Bishop of Wellington, Justin
Duckworth. Bishop Justin is a regular guest speaker at
Surrender and is always one to challenge the Western
Church. Some of his deep insights were captured in the
interview, which you can read about on page 7.

In this edition of Abundance, we highlight some of the
ways in which we work with communities around the
world. This includes understanding some of the wider
contexts in which we operate. This edition will include
a spotlight on climate change as a poverty issue. We
believe it is important for us to understand the impacts of
a changing climate, and we want to inform you of what
we have found. We are already seeing the effects of
sea level rise in the Pacific and less predictable rainfall
patterns in parts of Africa. These are all affecting the
lives of communities we work with. You can read about
the effects that climate change is having on page 12.

Achieving our vision of a just, peaceful and sustainable
world free of poverty involves all of us working together.
We cannot do this alone. It is a sacred journey for all
of us. That is the theme of our End of Financial Year
Appeal this year, and it is the theme we have used for
our Bible study on page 10. Taking the words of Martin
Luther King from his ‘Mountaintop’ speech of 1968, we
want to take you on a journey of discipleship with us as
we seek to be transformed more into the image of the
Christ who journeys with us on the road.

The first half of this year has also seen some of
our staff visit our projects to conduct evaluations and
monitoring. In March our ANCP Manager, Vanessa Little,
visited Mozambique and South Africa, and saw how
communities are empowering women, especially in the
area of family planning. Vanessa’s story is on page 6.

As you read through this edition of Abundance, we
hope and pray that you will continue to be inspired to be
part of the sacred journey with us.

In April, our Acting International Programs Manager,
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Climate change
CAN DO; safeguarding and localisation

Front cover image: A family from the semi-arid
settlement of Naibor in Kenya, where AOA constructed a
water catchment in 2013/14 as part of its work with seminomadic Maasai pastoralists. This was revisited during
the recent AOA board field trip. Read more on pages 4-5.
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INBRIEF
EASTER APPEAL
For our Easter Appeal this year we wanted to pay tribute to some of the people who
work for our partners in the field. We highlighted the magnificent work of Suhaila Tarazi
in Gaza, Ethel George in Vanuatu, and Millicent Wambugu in Kenya. The appeal was a
wonderful opportunity to tell the stories of three committed servants who serve God with
a heart full of love. As always, we are very grateful for the support we received for the
appeal from you. You always come through for us and it does not go unnoticed.

AUSTRALIA DAY HONOUR
In January we were very proud to celebrate the
awarding of the Member of the Order of Australia
to our CEO, Revd Dr Bob Mitchell. Bob received
the award for “significant services to the community
through charitable organisations and to the Anglican
Church of Australia”.
Typically humble in his response to the award, Bob
said, “We are all called to use the gifts we have in
the service of others. I am delighted to receive this
award, but it should be seen more as a reflection on
the many wonderful organisations that I have had
the privilege to be involved with”.

AUSTRALIAN AID: CUTS
MEAN WE ARE ALL DIMINISHED
When the Federal Budget was handed down a month
earlier than normal this year because of the impending
election, we expressed our disappointment that overseas
aid giving had been reduced for the sixth year in a row.
Aid literally saves lives, so for the leaders of our country,
one of the richest in the world, to cut it again, was seen
by us as a matter of justice.
Following the election we will continue our efforts in
advocating for a more generous and compassionate
approach to Australia’s official aid program, one which
will better reflect the humanitarian aspirations of so
many ordinary Australians and which will help rebuild our
international contribution.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU
We would like to say a special thank you to the Canterbury Fellowship Trust for their very generous donation of
$50,000. A substantial part of this gift will be used in resettling evacuees from the island of Ambae in Vanuatu,
which has been devastated by ongoing volcanic activity.

WE CAN DO THIS TOGETHER
This issue we are highlighting our collaboration
in the Pacific as part of the CAN DO consortium.
This is because we believe that we are stronger
together!
As Reverend Amy Chambers from Fiji says;
“CAN DO has made the churches speak to each
other. We are now able to understand each other’s
strengths and weaknesses, building trust. We are
now sharing information and resources, resulting
in better working relationships and coverage.”
Read more about this work on pages 12-15.
WE WOULD LOVE TO TALK AT YOUR CHURCH
To have us speak or preach, contact Nils von Kalm, our Church and Community Engagement
Coordinator: nvonkalm@anglicanoverseasaid.org.au or call us on 1800 249 880
WINTER 2019
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Personal insight
drives strategic vision
By Bob Mitchell
CEO

Top left: View of East
Jerusalem’s Old City taken
from the Mount of Olives.
Top right: Community
representative from our
work in Mount Kenya West.
Bottom right: Children in
class at the Spafford Center,
East Jerusalem.
Below: AOA CEO Rev Dr
Bob Mitchell with Suhaila
Tarazi, Director of Al Ahli
Arab Hospital.
Photo credit: Chris Shearer,
Anglican Media (all)

T

here is nothing like seeing our work
firsthand to make it come alive.
Recently, it was my privilege to lead a
group of AOA board members (travelling
at their own expense) to visit AOA funded
programs in Kenya and the Middle East.
Like previous such trips, board members
gained a real appreciation of the dedication
of our partners and the impact of what is
being achieved.
The board members were Mr Glenn
Scott (AOA Chair), Dr Robin Ray (AOA
Development Committee), and Mr Tony
Hickson (Chair, Finance Risk and Audit
Committee). Mrs Robin Hickson also
accompanied the group. Board member
and Company Secretary, Ms Claire Miller,
was able to join us for the Middle East
leg of the trip, together with her husband,
Mr Michael Shand QC. We were also

accompanied throughout by Chris Shearer,
a journalist and videographer from The
Melbourne Anglican.
When programs are discussed at
AOA board meetings, they may at times
seem a little bit abstract. By visiting the
communities, direct feedback can be
received about the particular context, the
programs, and the practical effect of the
work. From a governance perspective,
this is invaluable. Board members were
also involved in some monitoring activities,
and we were able to join in a governance
workshop with our Kenyan counterparts at
the Diocese of Mt Kenya West.
As CEO, my work is often caught up
in systems, processes, administration
and compliance. I love to visit our field
work because it reminds me of why our
organisation exists. As a Christian living
in this troubled world, I believe there is
a pressing responsibility to respond in
practical ways to issues of injustice. AOA
sees this as a vital aspect of the Gospel
we proclaim. For me, it is always timely and
highly motivating to be reminded of the
human face of what we do.
In Kenya, our work currently focuses on
building safer communities. This means
ensuring that women and children are
protected from abuse and violence.
The program works with a broad range
of stakeholders, including community-
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appointed rights champions, village chiefs,
police, school principals, and church
leaders. This hugely successful program
is changing attitudes to reporting and
transparently dealing with abuse in all its
forms.
One especially moving site visit was
to a quarry in the village of Chaka. Until
recently, this had been a site for widespread
child labour. Children aged 10-17 from
impoverished backgrounds had been put
to back-breaking work in the quarry instead
of attending school. This practice has now
ceased as a result of intervention under
the AOA-funded program. The
underlying economic circumstances
of the area are also being addressed
through income-producing initiatives.

enable a visit with our long-term partner,
the Anglican-owned Ahli Arab Hospital. This
was a wonderful occasion. Our visit was
seen as a welcome expression of solidarity
in a tense and very difficult time. I was
also able to sign in person the extension
of our Partnership Agreement for a further
five years, and conduct an informal prayer
service in the hospital chapel.
Overall, it was a hugely successful trip
on every level. Despite some minor illness
along the way, we all came back full of
energy and excitement about AOA’s work.

Our programs in both
Kenya and Gaza are
funded in part by the
Australian Government
through the Australian
NGO Cooperation
Program (ANCP) and in
part by your donations.
We are proud to
partner with the
Australian Government
in delivering these
inspirational programs.

In the Middle East, the group
visited the Spafford Children’s Center
in East Jerusalem, which is trying
to address developmental delays in
Palestinian children, often related
to conflict and poverty. Fortunately,
the border to Gaza (which had been
closed after recent exchanges of
rocket-fire) reopened just in time to
WINTER 2019
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Dramatic health learning
Our ‘Towards Abundant Life’ program in Mozambique aims to build community
resourcefulness to reach their health and wellbeing goals. ANCP Program Manager, Vanessa
Little, recently witnessed how the project was positively changing the way couples approach
family planning.

F

amily planning is not usually a primary focus in
our projects, however the Towards Abundant Life
program, funded through the Australian Government’s
ANCP matching grant program, gives the community the
freedom to tackle health issues that they feel are important.
Speaking to the women in the region of Nampula about
the work, Vanessa could clearly see that the positive
impact of family planning education extends beyond just
the lives of women; it also strengthens their families and
the community as a whole.
Hearing the stories of these women from areas in the
mid-north of the country demonstrated the benefit that
having access to contraceptives has on them. “It has
allowed them to have greater control within their families
and has resulted in reduced family pressures as well as
healthier and better nourished children,” Vanessa said.
Mozambique is one of the world’s poorest countries,
and this is reflected in the health statistics of children
under the age of five - with 42.9% being malnourished,
and the mortality rate being 71.3 per 1,000 live births.
These are the realities of life for our partner, the
Missionary Diocese of Nampula, and the communities
they support. The Towards Abundant Life program works
to build local knowledge of not just family planning, but
also important health issues such as malaria, HIV, and
child nutrition. It is all aimed at building stronger and
healthier communities.

The Diocese of Nampula trains community volunteers,
known as Animators and Equipa de Vida (Teams of Life),
in basic health messages. These volunteers then share
this knowledge within their local communities, creating
greater awareness of how to prevent and treat health
concerns.
Vanessa was amazed when she saw the creativity of
the volunteers. She described one local community who
developed a theatre performance using key information
about family planning to show how it improves family life
and child health.
“It was quite a show! Their four-act performance
explained in detail what family planning is, the benefits
and how people can access contraceptives. It was
realistic and addressed the challenges and myths
relating to the issue, and demonstrated useful strategies
in discussing the topic with your partner”, Vanessa
exclaimed.
She went on to say that, “It’s not often you are treated to
such entertainment in learning the intricacies of an issue
such as family planning. It was a humourous, special and
informative time about a topic that is helping to increase
a sense of dignity amongst the women of Nampula.”

Below left: Actors in a theatre performance led by an Equipa
de Vida team demonstrate family planning principles.
Below right: The Equipa de Vida volunteers share their
health knowledge with their communities.
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Justin, the
barefoot bishop

Above and below: Bishop Justin Duckworth
speaking at the Surrender Conference
Photo credit: Thanks to Surrender Conference;
Geoff Maddock, Geoff Maddock Photography

By Nils von Kalm
Church and Community Engagement Coordinator

J

ustin Duckworth, Bishop of Wellington, New
Zealand, approaches me in the foyer at the annual
Surrender Conference, barefoot, and long, flowing
dreadlocks standing out like a beacon. He is here to
run a series of sessions on moving beyond our cultural
boundaries.
His pathway to consecration as a bishop in 2012 was
quite unconventional. After being in ministry with people
on the margins of society for many years, Justin became
bishop having never been a vicar or been on the payroll
of the Anglican Church. It was a significant step for such
an institution to make, and Bishop Justin adds that it was
a realisation by the Church that it needed to change.
A passionate advocate for the marginalised, Bishop
Justin has the strong conviction that caring for the
poor is an integral aspect of the Gospel. He explains,
“You cannot read Scripture and not understand God’s
preferential option for the poor. So if you are a follower of
Jesus, you have to be oriented that way as well.”
Bishop Justin cuts somewhat of a prophetic figure for
the Church. He makes clear that part of the challenge for

all of us as Christians is that we have lived in a cultural
narrative of scarcity where we believe there is never
enough. “This leads to the belief that if we are generous
to others, it will take something away from us. That has
never been the biblical narrative”, he points out. “The
biblical narrative is that there has always been enough; it
is one of abundance…Do we believe in God’s goodness,
in what we proclaim, that there is always enough, or do
we believe in the narrative of capitalism, which is one of
scarcity?”
They are challenging words indeed for the Western
Church, and for us as we continue to try to be like Christ
as we engage people living in poverty around the world.

Surrender is an annual conference that exists to raise up
Christians to live the radical call of Jesus and follow him
to the least, the last and the lost.
surrender.org.au

She smiths her own future
Anglican Overseas Aid supports Akhaya, a bold organisation supporting women’s rights
and empowerment in Myanmar through strengthening women’s leadership, education
about sexual harassment and domestic violence, and building women’s business capacity.
We are currently working with Akhaya on a project to train vulnerable women in the art of
silver smithing to develop skills for self-reliance.

H

tun Hliang has been a silver smith for over 40
years in his North-Okkalar township in Myanmar.
Throughout his career, the majority of trainees he has
mentored have been male. Now, through the SHE-Smiths
initiative, he is training more females.
Steeped in tradition and historically associated with
religion, the practice and craft of silver smithing, or just
smithing, as it is known, has only been taught to men,
with women being considered unworthy to touch precious
gemstones.
SHE-Smiths, a social enterprise from women’s
empowerment group Akhaya, is challenging these long
held beliefs and training women who have escaped
violence in the art of jewellery making. Through offering
jewellery smithing training to vulnerable women, the project
is not only making a powerful social stance on the value of
women, but also allowing women to gain skills to create a
sustainable income for themselves.
Htun Hliang has welcomed the opportunity to train
women in silver smithing, having already trained his
daughters in the art. At first he was concerned about their
ability to learn the technical skills, however, he found that it
was just the opposite, with the females picking it up faster

than their male counterparts.
He says, “Their ability to see beauty in everything, and
better concentration make them quick learners. The boys
are outgoing and do not concentrate long on one subject.
The girl trainees I only just started working with three to
four months ago, but they can do basic techniques well
now.”
22 year old May Thu Kline has been training under Htun
Hliang for four months, and is feeling hopeful that learning
this new skill is going to set up her future and give her a
lifelong purpose. Before starting as a trainee, she worked
at a garment factory, where she felt very trapped, having to
work very early and coming back very late. But now she is
excited about what the future will bring.
“As I improve with smithing I can create my own jewellery
and sell them. From there, I can even start my own
jewellery business or I can become a trainer and share my
knowledge with others. I will be able to make a good living.”
Akhaya sees the social enterprise initiatives of its work
as vital to their broader mission of changing the narrative
and dynamic of women’s value in Myanmar society and
culture. As they say, it’s about the “interconnected nature of
women’s person, her social and economic circumstances.”

Right: Htun Hliang in his
workshop where he trains the
SHE-Smiths.
Far right and middle: May Thu
Kline in the workshop.
Far bottom right and left:
Examples of the jewellery the
women create.
Photo credit: Akhaya, via SHESmiths Jewellery Facebook
page
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A female’s enhanced income opportunities, along
with increased self-confidence, will result in increased
voice and decision-making roles within their family and
community.
For now, Akhaya is working on growing the enterprise

stepping up the technical skills of the trainees to produce
the best quality products. Not only will that showcase
the amazing talent of the women who are trying to build
new lives, but also make a statement on the value and
resilience of female-kind.

so that more women are able to become involved, and
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BIBLE
STUDY

Sacred Journeys
BIBLE READING

REFLECTION

Deuteronomy 34:1-3

To move forward on our journeys and continue our
ministry, it is necessary to sometimes look back. In
celebrating our 30th anniversary as an organisation,
we have been taking a look at our beginnings and the
original vision born in 1988.

BACKGROUND
When Martin Luther King gave his famous
‘Mountaintop’ speech more than 50 years ago, he
talked about his people getting to the ‘Promised
Land’ of justice and freedom. The language he used
in that speech referred back to Moses leading the
people of Israel out of Egypt to the land that God
had promised them.
The sacred journey of the Exodus was a long and
difficult one. It took the Israelites 40 years to get
from Egypt to the Promised Land, and they didn’t
take the direct route. Ultimately though it was a
journey of liberation from oppression, and it forms
the framing story of the people of God in our Old
Testament.
The Franciscan priest, Richard Rohr, says that one
of the truisms of life is that we are not in control. The
journey of life often takes us on twists and turns that
we had never planned. It has been the same on our
journey at Anglican Overseas Aid. We have done
many things towards the alleviation of poverty, but
extreme poverty still remains.
While that continues to be the case, we will
journey on, remembering our past and our vision,
and continue to serve the poor.

In a similar way, the people of Israel were
encouraged to remember the tales of old, how God
had been with them in their journey out of Egypt. The
40 years they spent in the wilderness before reaching
the Promised Land was then echoed in the life of
Jesus during his 40 days in the desert.
Jesus is presented in the Gospels as the one who
leads us in the new ‘Exodus’ into the promised land to
a renewed world. In his new kingdom there is justice,
peace and restored relationships with God, others and
the rest of the created order.
The people of God in the Old Testament were
consistently reminded to remember the poor, and
to remember where they came from, that they had
journeyed out of slavery in Egypt to a land of milk and
honey. This call, to remember the poor, the widow, the
alien and the stranger, came because they too were
once strangers in the land.
Jesus also remembered the poor, living his life lifting
up the lowly and the outcast. 2,000 years later, we
carry on that sacred journey, working with Jesus to
create this new world in which those who were last
are now first, the hungry are filled with good things
and the oppressed are set free.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Why did God show Moses the Promised Land, especially given that he wasn’t going to enter it?
2. Why is it important to remember our history as we move forward on our journeys?
3. What are some journeys that you have been on, either physical or metaphorical, in your life? How have they
shaped you into who you are today?

IDEA FOR APPLICATION...
In your group, discuss the following questions:
• Has someone from your group spent time in a developing country? How did that experience change them?
• What do you understand by the terms ‘culture shock’ and ‘reverse culture shock’?
• Has remembering played a significant role in shaping you as a person?
• How do God’s promises about his coming kingdom affect the way you live in the present?
WINTER 2019
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Restorative change in the
Solomons
AOA’s Safe, Strong Communities program in
the Solomon Islands uses restorative justice
principles alongside pastoral care to reduce
gender-based violence.
This project is supported through funding
from the Australian Government’s Australian
NGO Cooperation Program (ANCP).
By Kylie Wingjan
Acting International Programs Manager

H

ow do you think you would respond if you woke
up one morning to find that 20 ex-prisoners had
moved into the house next door? Would you welcome
them with open arms, modelling Christ’s love for the
downtrodden, the outcast, the poorest and the least?
Would you want to see them personally transformed and
reconciled within themselves, with their families and with
an ever-faithful God? This is precisely what our partners
in the Solomon Islands are doing through their newest
ministry Half Home.
Half Home is the vision of Father Alfred, a senior priest
with our partner, the Anglican Church of Melanesia
(ACOM). Following the serving of their sentences and
release from prison, men will be provided the opportunity
for transitional reintegration to their communities through
a holistic residential program.
Many of the men will have convictions for family
violence-related offences, so counselling and pastoral
care, accompanied by in-depth teaching on a biblicallybased framework of ‘Equality in Christ’ will seek to
bring about deep personal transformation. Father
Alfred believes that only through spiritual reconciliation
within themselves will these men have the opportunity
to heal relationships with their partners, families and
communities.

capacity to uphold the rights of women and youth. We
are doing this through improved economic opportunities
for women and youth, as well as a reconstructed
understanding of gender violence underpinned by a
theological framework emphasising God’s plan for
universal equity and human value.
Male role models like Father Alfred, who take a stand
on violence against women, become activists for
women’s equality and oppose violence in all its forms,
are critical to bringing about behaviour change in other
men. Our program recognises this and is working
closely with Father Alfred and others like him to equip
communities, including faith and traditional leaders, with
the knowledge and capabilities needed to create an
environment where the dignity of all people is valued and
respected.

Above: Father Alfred (accompanied by his wife) has a vision of
offering new hope to ex-prisoners, and below, by the foundations
that will be the Half Home.

Solomon Islands has the third highest incidence of
domestic violence in the world, with 64% of women aged
15–49 who have been in a relationship experiencing
some form of physical and/or sexual violence by an
intimate partner1. Through our new program, we are
proud to partner with ACOM to build communities’
1. National Center for Biotechnology Information, U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2016
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Changing climate,
steadfast beliefs
Islands and coasts are battered by wind and waves while the land bakes through droughts.
Lives are lost, incomes dry up as yields dwindle, and homes and history are swallowed up as
the sea claims the land.
As the environment changes, how do we react? How do people understand what is
happening? And how does this impact how people prepare?
By Renee Kobelt
Communications Officer
The recent IPBES (Intergovernmental
Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services) Global
Assessment Report is a damning read.
The Earth is hurtling towards an age of
mass plant and animal extinction; we
are altering the natural world with our
activities and ignoring the God-given
mandate to take care of the resources
given to us. In the process, we are also
changing the climate, putting people,
homes and livelihoods at risk. It is the
most vulnerable that suffer both first and
most.

Below: Children play in a
waterhole in Vanuatu.
Top right: The people in the
Pacific are majority Christian,
and beliefs motivate responses
to climate change, the
environment and disasters.
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“The health of ecosystems on which
we and all other species depend is
deteriorating more rapidly than ever. We
are eroding the very foundations of our
economies, livelihoods, food security,
health and quality of life worldwide,” said
Sir Robert Watson, IPBES Chair.

Alongside this, almost certainly driven
also by climate change, is the increase
in the frequency and intensity of
extreme weather events, including the
fires, storms, floods and droughts that
they bring. Never has the link between
the Earth, all that it sustains, and our
human wellbeing been so clear with so
many people impacted.
Across the Pacific, however, local
people don’t need reports from the UN1
to tell them that this is happening. They
can see it with their own eyes.
Reverend Amy Chambers, an Anglican
priest in Fiji and previous Principal of
St John the Baptist Theological College
in Suva, spoke to us while she was in
Melbourne late last year. She described
the impact the rising sea levels are
having on the Fijian people. Water
from the ocean is seeping into people’s
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backyards as far as a kilometre from
the shore. There is even a village on
the main island of Viti Levu where
the cemetery is submerged.
“The cemetery is actually now
completely underwater. The people
have a connection with the land;
cemeteries are not just stones of
dead people, but it’s now been taken
over. Our ancestors are underwater,”
says Amy.
“As I go around my island there
are places where we used to go
fishing as children; we don’t go there
anymore. What’s happened to the
place? Well, there are no fish there
anymore. It’s because the reefs have
become bleached.”
“I want them [my grandchildren] to
have a connection to the land where
I grew up and that I love. But it’s
disappearing.”
Fiji, like most of the Pacific, is
majority Christian, with Christianity
embedded in social, cultural and
political discourse, permeating
nearly all aspects of everyday
life.2 When it comes to addressing,
understanding and developing
resilience to climate change and
climate-related disasters in Pacific
communities, it stands to reason that
this discourse needs to reflect on
Christian understanding.
It’s very hard to change the mindset
of Fijian people, Amy explains. “We
go to them and tell them about the

places that are underwater. I say,
‘what are we doing about that?’ They
say, ‘take your message somewhere
else; God said we have got the
rainbow, the land isn’t going to be
flooded anymore.’ They go back to
that.”
The Church has an integral role to
play in helping people understand
what is happening and what they
need to do to prepare for the
challenges that come with it. Not
only is the Church a part of the
community, and the clergy know
the people and their needs, but the
people also trust what the Church
says.
In order to understand the
underlying Christian beliefs that
predicate people’s response in
the Pacific to natural disasters,
environmental stewardship, climate
justice and disaster preparedness,
the CAN DO (Church Agencies
Network Disaster Operations)
consortium has developed
a Theology of Disaster Risk
Management (TDRM). AOA
was instrumental in the initial
development of the TDRM concept
and has taken the lead in facilitating
the research in the Solomon Islands.
The research, which was also
undertaken in Fiji, Vanuatu, and
PNG, revealed strongly held beliefs
around the issues of disaster, the
environment and climate change

which are deeply rooted in their
Christian understanding. These
beliefs could potentially help or
hinder preparation, as well as
response and recovery, in times of
crisis. These beliefs then become a
critical consideration for international
aid organisations in working with
communities to manage the risks of
disasters and develop resilience.
For example, themes of ‘Last Days’
and ‘divine retribution’ were common
responses in people’s understanding
about why the climate is changing
and weather events are becoming
worse over time. Discussing ‘Last
Days’ theology can therefore be
important in addressing the fatalism
that can accompany the belief that
these events are ‘punishment’, and
consequently, inevitable.
On the other hand, the environment
is widely regarded across the
Pacific as God’s creation, a
great motivator for caring about
and for the environment. Faith
was also indicated as a strong
coping mechanism, a source of
encouragement, comfort and
wellbeing after a disaster, key in
helping communities recover.
This common understanding
is helping communities be more
prepared for the next time an
extreme weather event occurs. In
the current climate, that seems
inevitable.

1. IPBES is an independent intergovernmental body, established by UN member states in 2012
2. How to collaborate with Pacific Churches for development research, Research for Development Impact Network, 2018, pg. 9
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CAN DO: Cooperation in action
At AOA, we believe we are stronger together. That is why we are a part of
the CAN DO (Church Agencies Network Disaster Operations) consortium,
made up of eight faith-based organisations working in the Pacific region with
local church partners to increase their capacity to respond and build resilience
to emergencies in their communities. Here is an update about what we are
working on in collaboration with others at the moment.
CAN DO member organisations are: Act for Peace, Adventist Development and Relief Agency
(ADRA), Anglican Board of Mission (ABM), Anglican Overseas Aid (AOA), Australian Lutheran World
Service, Caritas Australia, Transform Aid International (Baptist World Aid Australia), and Uniting World.

Safeguarding
Ensuring that our legacy is creating happy, healthy and safe relationships.
The essential purpose of aid and development
organisations like Anglican Overseas Aid is to
improve and protect the lives of those we serve in the
communities where we work.

harming others, and covers exploitative, harmful and
abusive behaviours. A part of this is also enabling
pathways to give voice to those who experience or
observe abuse.

However, revelations of misconduct within the
humanitarian sector have led to heavy scrutiny and
prompted organisations to lift the bar on purposefully
creating a safer environment for everyone. In light of
this, we have reaffirmed our commitment to putting
in place measures to minimise the risk of harm
to the people we are trying to help. This is called
safeguarding. Specifically, safeguarding refers to
organisations protecting staff from harm and from

CAN DO has been proactive in looking at ways of
promoting a strong safeguarding culture within its
member organisations. This has involved seeking a
comprehensive external review of all relevant policies
and practices, as well as developing an inter-agency
complaints mechanism. The end result will ensure
the best possible environment for healthy and safe
relationships wherever CAN DO works.

Right: A mother and her
child evacuated from Ambae,
Vanuatu.
Photo credit: Chris Shearer,
Anglican Media
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Localisation
Ensuring that local voices are heard and respected in humanitarian response.
The term ‘localisation’ is increasingly common
in the humanitarian sector. As defined by DFAT, it
relates to “recognising, respecting and strengthening
leadership and decision-making by local and national
actors in humanitarian action.” This is to say that in
responding to disasters we are involving local people
in the process, listening to their voices and working in
collaboration with them. This not only drives a better
response and results, but also upholds their dignity in
the process.
As a consortium of faith-based organisations, all
of whom are accredited with DFAT, CAN DO has
a unique opportunity and place in upholding the
local church’s special role in localised humanitarian
response. The church has a presence in the
communities before, during and after
crises, and has networks in and the
trust of the local people affected.
This is not to be underestimated.

for International Development (ACFID) and other
humanitarian agencies late last year. This paved the
way to a presentation at the Asia Pacific Humanitarian
Conference at Deakin University in May, with our
partner, the Anglican Church of Melanesia (ACOM)
represented by their Women’s Desk Officer, Ethel
George, accompanied by our very own Belinda
Lauria, Program Manager - Quality and Compliance.
The presentation reflected on the localised response
to the volcanic eruption on the island of Ambae in
Vanuatu over the last two years, both highlighting
the importance of and paving the way for increased
Pacific church collaboration in humanitarian response.

To affirm the significance of the
local church, CAN DO produced
a short paper entitled ‘Church
Networks and Localisation Practice
In The Pacific’ which was provided
to DFAT, the Australian Council

Top: The Anglican Church Chapui
Ascension Parish on the island of Espiritu
Santo, Vanuatu
Bottom: Disaster preparedness workshops
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sacred journeys

Donate to help more women like Antoinette smile. Read the full story online.
www.anglicanoverseasaid.org.au

MULTIPLY your donation, 5 x the IMPACT!*

Donate
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Address Details

Donation Details



2019 END OF FINANCIAL YEAR APPEAL

I’d like to donate $________ as a one-off donation, or

Title: Revd / Dr / Mr / Mrs / Ms / Miss / Other:_____________

I’d like to give $________ monthly by Credit Card

First Name:__________________Surname:______________

Please contact me about discussing a bequest.

Address:_________________________________________
Suburb:__________________________________________

Payment Details
I’d like to pay by:

State:_______________________Postcode:______________

Cheque (payable to Anglican Overseas Aid)

Tel:______________________________________________

Visa

Card Number: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Help us to reduce costs by giving us your email.
I’d like my receipts by email

Expiry Date: ___ / ___

Email:____________________________________________

Mastercard

Amex

CVV No: ____________________

Name on Card:____________________________________
Signature:________________________________________

* up to the limit of our government grant. This means five times the impact. Conversely, if the amount
of support we receive goes down, so does the contribution we receive from the government.
Anglicord ABN 39 116 072 050. Donations of $2 and over are tax-deductible. Your donation will be directed
to our general fund that allows us to support our projects and emergency work around the world.
Anglican Overseas Aid respects your privacy in accordance with the Australian Privacy Principles.
Please tick this box if you do not want to receive further mailings from us.

Please return to: PO Box 389, Abbotsford, VIC 3067
Freecall: 1800 249 880 | Fax: 03 9495 6891
Donate securely online: www.anglicanoverseasaid.org.au
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